
Travel from the airport to the conference site consists of two segments:

From airport to Kursky railway terminal

Three international airports, Sheremetievo (SVO), Domodedovo (DME), and Vnukovo (VKO) are 
located around Moscow. They are connected to downtown with the Aeroexpress trains running 35-45 
mins with the cycle of 30 mins. and arriving to the Belorussky, Paveletsky, and Kievsky railway 
terminals, respectively. The train ticket can be purchased online at 

http://www.aeroexpress.ru/en/

or at vending machines and counters located at the Aeroexpress terminals of the airports. 

A useful option is to order additional taxi service to Kursky railway terminal at the Aeroexpress partner
(the cost ~400 RUB)

https://aeroexpress.ru/en/forPassengers/taxi.html

As a part of this service the driver will wait for you at the platform exit with an “Aerotaxi” sign and 
bring you to the car parked in front of Belorussky, Paveletsky, or Kievsky railway terminal.

Another option is to commute to Kursky railway terminal by Moscow subway system (Metro). The 
Metro stations Belorusskaya ( Белорусская ), Paveletskaya ( Павелецкая ), and Kievskaya ( Киевская)
are located on walking distance to the corresponding Aeroexpress arrival terminals. The Metro ticket 
(40 RUB for one trip) can be purchased at the Aeroexpress counters (tariff “Plus Metro”) and at the 
vending machines or counters located at the metro pavilion entrance or/and just before the ticket 
barrier.  Note, the vending machines do not accept the bills bigger than 100 RUB. Proceed from the 
railway terminal to the corresponding Metro station designated by big red letter “M”. In all three cases 
you need a station of the circle (brown, N5) line. 

https://aeroexpress.ru/en/forPassengers/taxi.html
http://www.aeroexpress.ru/en/


 
Press the ticket to the yellow circle at the barrier and proceed to the platform leading to the Metro 
station Kurskaya ( Курская ).

At Belorusskaya station 

At Paveletskaya station 

 



At Kievskaya station

After coming to Kurskaya station exit outside to Kursky square and find the railway terminal on the 
left.



From Kursky railway terminal to Vladimir

For the trip from Moscow to Vladimir we recommend to book fast train “Sapsan”(704H) running at 
19:30 from Kursky terminal and arriving to Vladimir at 21:15. The tickets are available in particular at 

 www.russianrail.com
 www.russiantrains.com
 www.rzd.ru             

and early reservation is preferable. Other good options are fast trains “Lastochka” (732H, 734H, and 
736H) starting at 11:00, 14:15, and 16:45, respectively. The fast trains Sapsan and Lastochka start from 
platform 11 of Kursky terminal. Come to the entrance located at the exit from the circle-line Kurskya 
Metro station and proceed through the terminal to a security check pavilion located just before the 
platform.  

We plan to provide a transfer bus for Sapsan starting on 24/08 at 19:30 from Kursky terminal. Having 
arrived to Vladimir proceed to the terminal through the gallery leading over the railways. The transfer 
bus will be waiting for you near old locomotive disposed as an open-air museum exhibit on the right 
from the terminal exit.

http://www.rzd.ru/
http://www.russianrail.com/


  

The
best 

transfer for other trains is taxi (800-1000 RUB depending on the day time). A fast train Lastochka 
(731H) running at 11:57 from Vladimir and arriving to Kursky terminal at 13:45 is recommended for 
the return trip with a transfer bus from the hotel to the terminal Vladimir foreseen. Note the difference 
between the arrival and departure platforms and just cross the terminal to catch the train to Moscow. 
Having arrived to Kursky terminal proceed to the underground floor of the terminal through the tunnel 
starting at the arrival platform, take escalator located at the hall center to reach the ground floor, and 
exit from the terminal to Kurskaya square. Turn right after the exit, proceed to the circle-line Metro 
station Kurskaya, which you arrived on the direct way to Vladimir, and further to your airport 
following the direct-way schemes.  
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